Breath-hold and free-breathing 2D phase-contrast MRI for quantification of oxygen-induced changes of pulmonary circulation dynamics in healthy volunteers.
To evaluate the effect of inhaled 100% oxygen on pulmonary circulation dynamics in healthy volunteers using 2D phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (2D PC MRI). Twenty-one healthy volunteers were examined at 1.5T. Through-plane 2D PC MRI measurements were performed in the main pulmonary artery during free-breathing and breath-hold. Acceleration time and volume, maximum and minimum area, area change, average and maximum mean velocity, forward volume, heart rate, as well as blood pressure were determined. At baseline, subjects breathed room air. After application of a closed-fit full face mask, three further measurements were conducted: at room air (control), directly after starting 15 L/min 100% oxygen (wash-in), and after 5 minutes during continuous oxygen supply (saturation). Data were analyzed with a mixed linear model. Skewed distributed variables were rank-transformed. Tukey contrasts with family-wise adjusted P-values were applied for pairwise comparisons. Inhaled oxygen affected several hemodynamic parameters. Average mean velocity (P < 0.01: breath-hold during wash-in and saturation, P = 0.03: free-breathing during saturation) and maximum mean velocity (P < 0.01: breath-hold and free-breathing during saturation) decreased. When obtained during free-breathing, acceleration volume (P = 0.02: saturation), area change (P = 0.02: saturation), and maximum area (P = 0.02: wash-in, P = 0.03: saturation) increased, while minimum area and forward volume did not change. Oxygen alters pulmonary circulation dynamics in the main pulmonary artery of healthy volunteers, which can be reliably detected using 2D phase-contrast MRI. 2 Technical Efficacy: Stage 1 J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2017;46:1698-1706.